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Abstract. This paper deals with an efficient scheduling method for job shop 
scheduling with alternative machines with the objective to minimize mean tardi-
ness. The method uses a genetic algorithm incorporating heuristic rules for job 
sequencing and machine selection. Effective heuristic rules for this method have 
been proposed so far. However due-date related information has not been in-
cluded in the heuristic rule for machine selection even though the objective is to 
minimize mean tardiness. This paper examines the effectiveness of due-date re-
lated information for machine selection in this method through numerical exper-
iments. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper deals with an efficient scheduling method for job shop scheduling with al-
ternative machines. Some research papers related to this problem have been proposed 
in the literature [1][2]. In this problem, the machine for processing each operation is 
not fixed only one; there can be alternative machines. Not only the sequence of jobs on 
machine, but also the machine which process each operation must be selected for this 
scheduling. We have already proposed a scheduling method using a genetic algorithm 
incorporating heuristic rules [3][4]. In this method, heuristic rules for job sequencing 
and machine selection are embedded in the search of genetic algorithm. The perfor-
mance of scheduling is improved using the knowledge of the rules. The rules for job 
sequencing are used when a machine became idle and there are multiple waiting jobs 
to be processed on the machine. The rules give priority values for the waiting jobs and 
the job with the highest priority value is selected as the next job to be processed on the 
machine. The rules for machines selection are used when a machine finishes processing 
an operation of a job. The rule gives values for candidate machines to process the next 
operation of the job. We have examined various heuristic rules for incorporation when 
the objective of scheduling is to minimize mean tardiness. As a result,  (SL/RPN)+SPT 
rule [5] performed best for job sequencing.  (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule [6] performed 
best for machine selection. Although the objective of scheduling is to minimize mean 



tardiness, the machine selection rule does not include due-date related information. In 
this paper, we examine the effectiveness of considering due-date related information 
for machine selection rules. Numerical experiments are carried out to show the effec-
tiveness of including the information. 

2  Job shop scheduling with alternative machines 

The scheduling problem considered in this paper is described as follows: Consider the 
job shop that consists of R work centers. Each work center Wr (r∈{1,2,…, R} ) has Mr 
machines. The operation to be processed in a work center is performed on one of the 
machines in the work center. Each Job Ji (i =1,2,…, I ) has ni operations {oij (j=1,2,…, 
ni)} that are processed by the increasing order of the operation number j. The operation 
oij is processed on a work center Wzij (zij ∈{1,2,…,R}) and the routings of the opera-
tions through work centers are diverse. We assume that Wzij≠Wzi,j+1 for j=1,…,    ni -1. 
The processing time of the operation oij on machine k (k=1,2,…, Mzij) is pijk. Operations 
cannot be interrupted (non-preemption). Each machine can process only one job at a 
time; each job can be processed only on one machine at a time. The objective of sched-
uling is to minimize the mean tardiness defined as follows: 
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where Ci and di  are the completion time and the due-date of job Ji , respectively. 

3 Scheduling optimization using a genetic algorithm 

In this chapter, the genetic algorithm used in this paper is described. In the genetic 
algorithm, each operation has a gene for job selection and genes for machine selection. 
The number of genes for machine selection is the same as the number of candidate 
machines which can process the operation. Each gene for machine selection is prepared 
for each candidate machine. Each gene for job selection and machine selection is coded 
as a real value between 0 and 1. The set of genes for all the operations of jobs corre-
sponds to a chromosome. 

Decoding is carried out using a feed-forward scheduling simulation in which the 
genes are considered as priority values for job selection and machine selection. When 
machine finishes processing an operation of a job, the job goes to the input buffer of 
one of the candidate machine which can process the next operation of the job. The 
machine which has the largest value of gene is selected as the next machine to process 
the next operation. When a machine became idle and there are multiple waiting jobs to 
be processed in the input buffer of the machine, one of the waiting job is selected and 
is started to be processed on the machine. The job with the highest value of gene is 
selected as the next job. By this method, when all the operations of jobs are completed, 
a schedule is obtained. The mean tardiness of jobs in the schedule is used for calculating 
the fitness. The individual which has the smaller mean tardiness is defined to have the 
higher fitness in this method. 



An elite strategy is adopted in this paper. The best 20% of individual is copied to the 
next generation. The other 80% individuals are generated using crossover by randomly 
selecting two individuals from the current generation. In crossover, 30% genes are ran-
domly selected from one individual and the other 70% genes are randomly selected 
from another individual. The rate of mutation is 1%. For the detail construction of this 
genetic algorithm, refer to the literature [5][7].    

4 Genetic algorithm incorporating heuristic rules 

4.1 Incorporation of heuristic rules  

Although the genetic algorithm alone described in chapter 3 can search the optimal 
schedule, the performance is not good. The performance of scheduling can be improved 
by incorporating problem specific knowledge. Eguchi et al. have proposed the job shop 
scheduling method using a genetic algorithm incorporating a priority rule for job selec-
tion [7]. In this method, when decoding, a job is selected using not only the value of 
gene for job selection but also the value calculated by applying a priority rule. Specifi-
cally, the job with the highest value of the multiplication of the gene and the priority 
value calculated by the rule is selected as the next job to be processed. By this method, 
the knowledge of priority rule can be embedded in the search of genetic algorithm. As 
the same way, machine selection rules can be incorporated for machine selection. Spe-
cifically, the machine which has the highest value of the multiplication or division of 
the gene for machine selection and the value calculated using a machine selection rule 
is selected as the machine to process the next operation[3][4]. 

4.2 Job selection rules 

From our previous research [3], the best priority rule for job selection is (SL/RPN)+SPT 
rule [5] as follows: 
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The value of rpti represents the total processing time of remaining operations. If an 
operation has alternative machines, the mean processing time is used.  The value of rpni 
represents the number of remaining operations. When a machine became idle and there 
are multiple waiting jobs to be processed at time t, the job with the highest value of priij 
is selected as the next job. This paper used this rule for job selection. 

4.3 Machine selection rules  

Also from the previous research [3], the best machine selection rule is 
(WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule [6]. This rule is the combination of WINQ, RPT and PT. 
These rules select the next machine as follows: 



 PT：The rule selects the machine which has the shortest processing time to pro-
cess the next operation of the job. 

 NINQ：The rule selects the machine which has the smallest number of waiting 
jobs. 

 WINQ：The rule selects the machine which has the smallest summation of the 
processing times of waiting jobs. 

 WINQ＋RPT＋PT：The rule selects the machine which has the smallest summa-
tion of (1) the processing times of waiting jobs, (2) the remaining processing time 
currently being processed on the machine and (3) the processing time of the next 
operation when the operation is processed on the machine. 

 (WINQ＋RPT＋PT)×PT：The rule selects the machine which has the smallest 
value of {((1)+(2)+(3))×(3)}.  

The rules described above are not using due-date related information. Because the 
objective of scheduling is related to due-dates, machine selection using due-date related 
information seems to be effective.  In this paper we examine new machine selection 
rules using due-date related information as follows. 

 MAX MIN SLACK: The rule calculates slack value (= due-date – current time – 
sum of remaining processing time) for each waiting job in the input buffer of ma-
chine. Then the minimum slack value is selected for each machine. Finally, the 
machine which has the largest value of the minimum slack value is selected as the 
machine to process the next operation. The objective of this rule is to select the 
machine which has larger slack in terms of minimum value.  

 MAX TOTAL SLACK: The rule calculates the sum of slack values for all the 
waiting jobs in the input buffer of machine. Then the machine which has the larg-
est value of the sum of slack values is selected as the machine to process the next 
operation. The objective of this rule is to select the machine which has larger slack 
in terms of total value. 

 MIN MAX (SL/RPN)+SPT: The rule calculates the value of equation (2) for each 
waiting job in the input buffer of machine. Then the maximum value of it is se-
lected for each machine. Finally, the machine which has the smallest value of the 
maximum value is selected as the machine to process the next operation. The 
smaller value of equation (2) corresponds to larger slack value. Therefore, the ma-
chine with smaller value of the maximum value of equation (2) is selected. 

 MIN TOTAL (SL/RPN)+SPT: This rule calculates the sum of the values of equa-
tion (2) for all the waiting job in the input buffer of machine. Then the machine 
which has the smallest value of the sum of the values is selected as the machine 
to process the next operation. 

 MIN MAX CR+SPT: This rule uses CR+SPT rule [8] instead of (SL/RPN)+SPT 
in MIN MAX (SL/RPN)+SPT. 

 MIN TOTAL CR+SPT: This rule uses CR+SPT rule [8] instead of (SL/RPN)+SPT 
in MIN TOTAL (SL/RPN)+SPT. 

 MIN MAX ATC: This rule uses ATC rule [9] instead of (SL/RPN)+SPT in MIN 
MAX (SL/RPN)+SPT. 

 MIN TOTAL ATC: This rule uses ATC rule [9] instead of (SL/RPN)+SPT in MIN 
TOTAL (SL/RPN)+SPT. 



 MAX MIN EDD: This rule selects the earliest due-date in the input buffer of ma-
chine. Then the machine with the maximum value of it is selected as the next 
machine to process the next operation. 

 MAX TOTAL EDD:  This rule calculates the sum of the due-date for all the wait-
ing job in the input buffer of machine. Then the machine which has the largest 
value of it is selected as the machine to process the next operation. 

5 Numerical Experiments 

5.1 Numerical conditions 

Numerical experiments are carried out to examine the effectiveness of the method in 
this paper. The number of job is 100. There are eight work centers (R=8) in the shop 
floor. Each work center has two machines (Mr=2). Any operation assigned to work 
center can be processed on both machines in the work center. The number of operations 
ni for each job is randomly determined between 4 and 8. The order of work centers to 
process each operation of a job is determined randomly. It is assumed that one of the 
machines in a work center can process the operations faster than the other machine. The 
processing time of an operation on the most efficient machine is determined by the 
uniform distribution between 5 and 100. The processing time on the other machine in 
the same work center is determined by multiplying a speed factor by the processing 
time on the most efficient machine. The speed factor is randomly determined by the 
uniform distribution between 1 and 2. The due-dates of jobs are determined based on 
TWK method [10]. The problems with two different levels of due-date tightness are 
generated. When the due-dates of jobs are loose, the number of tardy jobs is set to about 
10%-15% by tuning the due-date factor in TWK method. When the due-dates of jobs 
are tight, the number of tardy jobs is set to about 25%-30%. The thirty problems are 
randomly generated. The scheduling performance is evaluated by the mean value of 
equation (1) for the thirty problems and the standard deviation from the best rules. For 
all the conditions, (SL/RPN)+SPT rule is used for the job selection rule. 

5.2 Experimental results 

Table 1 and Table 2 show the experimental results when using heuristic rules alone. 
These are the results obtained not using the genetic algorithm. For both due-date tight-
ness levels, (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule for machine selection performed best. The best 
rule using due-date related information was MAX MIN SLACK.  
    Table 3 and Table 4 show the experimental results when using the genetic algorithm 
incorporating heuristic rules. MAX MIN SLACK rule is used as a machine selection 
rule which includes due-date related information. When incorporating MAX MIN 
SLACK rule, the minimum slack value can be negative. Therefore, when the value of 
minimum slack is s, the value s+=exp(s) is calculated and the maximum value of the 
multiplication of s+ and the value of gene is used for machine selection in the genetic 
algorithm. The results in Table 3 and Table 4 indicate that (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule 
performed best for incorporation for both due-date tightness levels. 



 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, a genetic algorithm incorporating heuristic rules is applied for job shop 
scheduling with alternative machines. There are two decision situations in this sched-
uling: job sequencing and machine selection. (SL/RPN)+SPT rule is used for job se-
quencing. Various machine selection rules are examined. Some rules such as WINQ, 
NINQ, (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT are the ones which do not include due-date related in-
formation. Because the objective function for scheduling in this paper is mean tardiness, 
due-date related information seems to be important also for machine selection rules. 
However, the experimental results show that the best machine selection rule is 
(WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule both when using heuristic rules alone and when applying 
the genetic algorithm incorporating the heuristic rules. (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT rule 
works for load balancing. Numerical results suggest that it is not necessary to include 
due-date related information in machine selection if the due-date related information is 
considered in job selection and load balancing is considered in machine selection ap-
propriately.    
 

Table 1. Mean tardiness using heuristic rules alone in the loose due-date condition 

Machine selection rules Mean tardiness S.D. from the best 

PT 755.8 102.5 

NINQ 56.9 16.5 

WINQ 59.7 18.4 

WINQ+RPT+PT 34.9 11.8 

(WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT 24.0 0.0 

MAX MIN SLACK 60.3 19.9 

MAX TOTAL SLACK 70.6 23.2 

MIN MAX (SL/RPN)+SPT 68.1 21.9 

MIN TOTAL (SL/RPN)+SPT 66.0 20.2 

MIN MAX CR+SPT 85.8 27.8 

MIN TOTAL CR+SPT 72.7 21.9 

MIN MAX ATC 73.2 24.2 

MIN TOTAL ATC 66.1 19.8 

MAX MIN EDD  61.7 18.6 

MAX TOTAL EDD 82.0 29.6 
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Table 3. Mean tardiness using the genetic algorithm incorporating heuristic rules 
in the loose due-date condition 

Machine selection rules Mean tardiness S.D.  from the best 

GA+ PT 22.4 8.5 

GA+ NINQ 16.9 5.3 

GA+ WINQ 17.4 5.4 

GA+ WINQ+RPT+PT 12.0 2.4 

GA+ (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT 9.9 0.0 

GA+ MAX MIN SLACK 20.4 8.0 

Table 4. Mean tardiness using the genetic algorithm incorporating heuristic rules 
in the tight due-date condition 

Machine selection rules Mean tardiness S.D.  from the best 

GA+ PT 46.4 10.2 

GA+ NINQ 38.6 5.4 

GA+ WINQ 39.0 5.2 

GA+ WINQ+RPT+PT 31.1 3.0 

GA+ (WINQ+RPT+PT)×PT 26.7 0.0 

GA+ MAX MIN SLACK 45.5 9.8 

 


